Questionnaire

1. How would you rate your experience with Chronkite interface?
   Pleasant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unpleasant #1 #2 #3

2. Which aspects of the system do you consider more useful?
   #1 Indication of how recent the events are.
   #2 Searching topic and using the news feeds in my news aggregator
   #3 Aggregating news
       Saving searches and emailing results

3. Which aspects of the website you consider problematic?
   #1 Sign in page should not have a search box, it should appear after the user signs in.
   #2 Lack of instructions
       The website needs to promote its functionalities more.

4. How would you rate the layout of the website?
   Easy to use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Difficult to use #1 #2,#3

5. Compared to the news related sites you usually use, do you think Chronkite is:
   Easier to use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Harder to use #1 #2,#3

6. Do you think you clearly understand the terms (such as “Channel”, “Your news”) used on Chronkite?
   Not Clear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very clear #2 #3 #1
   Was there something not clear to you?
   #1 It took me a second to understand what “channel” meant – but I liked it when I got it.
   #2 Search button

7. Are there any aspects you didn’t like on Chronkite website?
   #1 What is the “News & Weblogs” pull down menu for?
   #3 Saving was not obvious

8. Are there any aspects you’d like to see in addition to what is already on the website?
   #1 A search by date pull down menu.
#3 Choosing articles to do pseudo feeds to email to myself for weblog or post to email list.

9. Any other suggestions?